The Digital Renaissance Faire Presents

Saturday

Workshops

The Art of Appreciating: Courage to Receive

11am-1pm

Have you seen how pervasive and enforced this "modesty" meme is throughout cultures around
Earth Village
the world? Learn how to over come the fear of not expecting much using our sense of possibility
Evolver Space
to learn how to create the lives and world we want.
Paul C. Hoffman

1pm

Beginner Fans

Come get swept up in the magical experience that is beginning fans. Valerie and Amanda will
demonstrate and instruct the latest in fanning technology and techniques.

Fire Village

Valerie Soldate and Amanda Vivrette

12pm

Beginning Mini-Hoops

Similar to a mini-giraffe, Beginning Mini-Hoops proves that great things come in miniaturized
packages. Join Alice for what is sure to become the primer workshop on mini-hooping!

Fire Village

Alice Ottesen
Financial Planning: Festival-Style

Learn from a ﬁnancial planner by day and hippie by night the practical steps and knowledge to empower
yourself. Learn how to invest, start a business, save on taxes, and be “good with money”. This is a fun course
for those wishing to be enlightened and abundant at the same time.
Dean Koci

Resilience Movements in your Hometown

Learn about a permaculture-based way of transforming our local cities and watersheds into
beacons of sustainability.Learn how to map out your community's resources and needs, unite the
key players and organizations, honor the work that's already being done.

1pm-3pm
Air Village
Flo Tent

& Lisa Dewey

1pm-3pm
Fire Village
Tipi

Nils Palsson

Sex Magic and Erotic Inﬂuence

1pm-3pm

The Essentials of Essential Oils

1pm-3pm

At this workshop we dive deeper into the fabric of human experience and the energies of
Earth Village
intention, bliss and presence. We will utilize techniques aimed at enhancing our capacity for Sensuality Salon
pleasure and connection while evoking and embodying erotic archetypes.
Meriana Dinkova

Experience the healing beneﬁts of essential oils.

Air Village
Flo Tent

Candace Poirier
Wax on Canvas

In this exciting and innovating workshop we will be creating hangings from wax on canvas.

1pm-3pm
Water Village

Sara Ramsey

2pm

Basic Fire Safety

In this workshop the fundamentals of ﬁre safety will be explored in a controlled and welcoming
environment.

Fire Village

Bob Jacobs and Bill Haack
Alternative Energy

In this workshop alternative energy information will be discussed. Ideas such as solar spin art,
hydroxy production, and photoluminescence materials will be explored.

3pm-5pm
Earth Village
Evolver Space

Nick Stone

Beginner Sword Workshop

Come on out and get your s-word on! In this workshop the basics of sword handling and safety
will be covered.

3pm-5pm
Fire Village

Bill Haack
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